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The Central London Rail Study was set up at the

beginning of 1988. It is a joint study between British Rail

(Network South East Sector), the Department of Transport and

London Regional Transport. The objectives of the study were

to solve the problems of overcrowding on railways in Central

London and to make central London more accessible by rail,

especially to areas where railways, at present, do not

exist.
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What is overcrowding? Unfortunately the two

railway organisations in London work to two different

standards. London Underground Limited work to a planning

standard which is the number of passengers in a sequence of

trains. This equates roughly to a 200% load factor, on

average. But Network South East have a 135% load factor

for sliding door stock and a 110% for "slam" door stock.

There is also a general proviso that nobody should need to

stand for longer than 20 minutes. On this basis, the

following lines do not meet the standard required during the

morning peak:
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Charing Cross/Cannon Street to Dartford and Ladywell (NSE)

Stockwell to Clapham Common (Northern Line)

Bank to London Bridge (Northern Line)

Waterloo to Wimbledon (NSE)

St James's Park to Sloane Square (Circle/District Line)

Victoria to Green Park (Victoria Line)

Knightsbridge to Earls Court (Piccadilly Line)

Earls Court to Fulham Broadway (District Line)

Baker Street to Edgware Road (Metropolitan (Hammersmith &

City) and Circle Lines)

Baker Street to Swiss Cottage (Jubilee Line)

Finchley Road to Wembley Park (Metropolitan Main Line)

Baker Street to Oxford Circus (Bakerloo Line)

Oxford Circus to Euston (Victoria Line)

Euston to Camden Town (Northern Line (West End Branch»

Camden Town to Archway (Norethern Line (High Barnet Branch»

Holborn to Arsenal (Piccadilly Line)

Finsbury Park to Manor House (Piccadilly Line)

Holborn to Leyton (Central Line)

Liverpool Street to Gidea Park/Hackney Downs (NSE)

Mile End to Bromley-by-Bow (District & Metropolitan

(Hammersmith & City) Line)

and the higher numbers of employment in the central business

district.

If we look at the future employment in central London;

in the City 60,000 new jobs will be created in the next five

years based on the space in the new office blocks that are

either under construction or where planning permission has

been granted. In the next ten years the number of jobs in

the central area will increase by 100,000+ and in Docklands

by 120,000+.

The question being asked is will this happen? The

answer has to be yes because private investors are putting

up billions of pounds in new City office blocks which alone

amount to over half the total forecast increase for central

London. To solve this present and future overcrowding

problem the Central London Rail Study started with the base

case.

The main problem is that journey to work trips have

increased the most and on LUL since 1983 this has increased

by 50%. No-one is totally sure of the reasons for this. but

the two main possible factors are: Ue introduction of the

Travelcard/Capitalcard (since combined into the Travelcard)

The base case involved the splitting of the Northern

Line into two separate lines in order to be able to increase

the service frequency by 25%; to resignal the Bakerloo and

Jubilee Lines to be able to increase the service frequency

by 25% and to increase the service frequencies on the

Piccadilly, Central and Metropolitan Lines.

For Network South East the base case involved buying

more rolling stock (with more seats per coach) and longer
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platforms. There is also a need to provide more Chiltern

Line trains in order to relieve the Metropolitan Main Line.

The total cost of the base case is £1.5 billion.

However, only about half the overcrowded Lines will come

within the standards and the Liverpool Street, Central and

Piccadilly LInes will not be affected or improved. The Base

case solution is concluded by the Central London Rail Study

to be all that can be achieved without building new lines.

Crossrail links

I.e. lines built for Network South East trains to be able to

run through.

Thameslink Metro

North/South - Euston/Kings Cross to Victoria

East West - Liverpool Street to Marylebone/Paddington

East/South - Liverpool Street to Victoria

City - GN suburban to London Bridge.

New tube lines

Northern Line - southern extension (linked with splitting)

Jubilee Line - extension to Stratford, Ilford or London

Bridge

Victoria Line - overlapping it into two sections

A Chelsea to Hackney line

Central Line/Bakerloo Line - western package. This involves

providing a Shepherd's Bush to Turnham Green link line

to enable the Central Line to go to Richmond, so as to

allow more District Line trains to go to Ealing

Broadway and Wimbledon.

Each scheme was put through a traffic forecast model to

predict the new useage patterns and the passenger diversion

to other lines, the time savings, congestion savings and any

car to rail transfers that would take place. Those schemes

with the best results are outlined here.

A long list of new lines and extensions were then

considered.

Jubilee Line

The cost of the extension would be £600 million to £700

million; this high cost is because the geology is not good

for tunnelling in East London. This scheme will not relieve

the Central Line or the Liverpool Street lines, even though

it is parallel to them. This is because the connections

at each end of the line will have to be deep down therefore

making interchange difficult.

A figure of eight line - within the central area with its

centre at Oxford Circus

Waterloo and City - extending to Liverpool Street.

Chelsea to Hackney Line

This line would run from Wimbledon via Fulham,

Victoria, Piccadilly Circus, Kings

Central. Leytonstone to Hainault.

Cross. Angel, Hackney

The line will be in
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tunnel from Fulham to Leytonstone. The cost will be £1.3

billion. However it will provide a rail service for Chelsea

and Hackney. both of which are poorly served at present.

Also the line would relieve the Central, Victoria and

The benefits of the new lines would be:

District Lines.

Savings in time for existing journey - where if this is

a direct link a journey is quicker than if the

passenger has to change trains. The in-vehicle

passenger time was valued at £4 per hour.

Crossrail lines - North/South & East/West

These two lines would relieve nearly all the

overcrowding. however the total cost would be £2 billion.

Thameslink Metro

This involves upgrading the present service and

extending it to Sutton, West Croydon and Wimbledon to

Bedford and Enfield Chase. At the moment there are only

three trains per hour during the peak period due to a

shortage of rolling stock. The total cost of the upgrading

is only £300 million but this would only relieve the Kings

Cross to Moorgate section of the Circle and Metropolitan

(Main and Hammersmith & City) Lines and the southern section

of the Northern Line. None of the other schemes manage to

relieve these sections.

Reduction in crowding. The study quantified the

benefits that passengers perceived from travelling in

relatively uncrowded trains. This was done by

observing people's behaviour when they have a choice of

waiting longer for an empty train or catching an

earlier crowded train.

Reduction in road congestion. The time savings to road

users through less congestion.

Additional rail revenue - passengers travelling further

and/or more often because of enhanced rail links and

therefore paying more in fares.

The operating costs of the new lines were also

considered. The Crossrail and Thameslink Metro schemes

would be cheaper to operate than the new tube lines because

the train crews would be in the central area for their

turnrounds and by adding the centre sections better

productivity could be achieved.

Assumptions

Capital cost discounted at 7% per annum over 60 years (35

years for trains)

Construction cost spread over 5 year period prior to line

opening

2% growth in real value of time

2% growth in Gross Domestic Product
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Questions

Peter White opened the questioning by asking about the

inclusion of user time-saving benefits. As far as the

Department of Transport is concerned. passengers should be

prepared to pay for the benefits themselves.

Geoff Mileham (BR International) asked why the study

did not take into account the savings from not having to

build new roads. The problem is that new roads currently

tend to be built orbitally and therefore there are very few

savings from new radial roads.

However having an integrated ticket system prevents

this unless users on the entire system (including those in

the still slow and overcrowded parts) pay. Also the road

users do not pay anything towards the cost of relieving the

congestion. The report does not show how the costs are to

be paid for but it is hoped that it would be a combination

of the passengers in fares, the government for the road

benefits and some private capital.

Reg Holmes was interested to know more about the

sensitivity tests applied. The high/low forecasts of

employment growth were looked at and especially at the

effects of all employment growth in the one area. Someone

will have to look at the effects of a reduction in

employment in London.

A questioner from LPTC asked about having better bus

lanes but the study was not asked to look at buses or

the problem of increasing their speeds. The major problem

would be political in spite of the ability to provide more

capacity sooner than rail.

A questioner from Coopers & Lybrand asked about the

impact of increasing the fares to pay for this improvement

and the elasticity effects. These have not been studied

yet. although 0.2 elasticity was used.

Mark O'Donnell asked why they did not study Docklands

but there is a study on access to Docklands due out very

soon (East London Rail Study, published July 1989). This

study will be looking at such lines as Waterloo to Canary

Wharf and extending the Jubilee Line to Docklands.

Kate Kawksby (London Buses) asked about the growth in

the population and did the study look at the contracting

labour market. The growth indicated is net, but the amount

of office space is increased as the land values increase.

Other solutions are that the buses could be improved

and that there could be some form of road pricing to follow-

on from the investment. However, road pricing is at present

unacceptable both politically and because it would push

people onto already overcrowded trains.
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Very little money will be available from developers

because there is no one overall land owner, such as at the

LDDC in Docklands. so the study could not take any advantage

of the land value increases.

Light rail was not considered appropriate for central

London as there is no street space available.

Pre-deregulation USA (Pre-1978)

* No new airlines since 1938

* Route entry controlled and ultimately frozen

* Airlines in rigid categories

* Charters effectively banned (very limited ones called

"supplemental")

* Tight fares formula - CAB assess the industry average

costs, draw a graph which determines the likely effect

on fares and thereby determines authorisation of fare

levels.

* But - liberal regime for very small aircraft (in effect

deregulation for up to 19 seaters).

The study assumed that any new tube or crossrail lines

will have at least two entrances at street and platform

level.

Report by Peter Staveley

Introduction

Two parallel themes of pre-deregulation USA and the

traditional European system (including UK) were considered

and events in both (including EEC). Also the question. is

deregulation the same as competition? The answer postulated

is no, but the first is necessary to facilitate the second.

Traditional Europe (until about 1974) compared with above

* Bilateral exchange of rights i.e. one foreign airline

and the state's own airline, e.g. Paris-Madrid, Iberia

and Air France

* Doctrine of bilateral balance - presumed each side has

50% of traffi c

* Nationality rules - limits foreign ownership of

airlines e.g. to 25% max'imum

* Close regulation of price - but would allow many prices

and a complicated fares structure.

* Airline collusion encouraged or required

* But - some countries more liberal - especially those

with stronger airlines, but they had to persuade other

governments on a reciprocal basis.

AIR DEREGULATION

Tom Bass - CAA Head of Economic Policy Division

(London. April 1989)
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* Charters far less regulated

- far more important than US (still 50% of market now);

- many countries insisted on complete package, but no

price control.

UK Changes

* Liberal bilateral deals

* Privatisation: an efficient BA

- when the government privatised initially. more to

stimulate competition before they undertook it for

fund raising;

- it became more profitable and was the most profitable

state airline before being privatised;

- it now says virtually everybody should be licensed

(sometimes qualified)

* Further growth of charters - more profits than

scheduled services/airlines, e.g. Britannia - well

established, Air Europe - new entrant.

* Diversified to low cost scheduled services and more

capacity at lower fares.

* More liberal licensing and fares policies

- CAA usually grants licence for British airlines, does

not refuse because it diverts trafic from encumbent

airlines;

- subject to changes from legislation, government

policy and airlines' own statements.

(Some liberalisation before 1979 government,

especially to Holland and Ireland. Subsequently,

17

these type of deals have been negotiated with some

other states.)

- any fares proposal accepted unless it is unreasonably

high compared to the costs on that route, or too low

because it is predatory.

- foreign airlines' fares accepted provided their

governments give British operators reasonable freedom

on their's.

* But - BA much bigger than others - 1984 CAA recommended

7% of routes transferred to BCal and others. Instead

some routes were swapped but unfair to BCal apart from

gaining Saudi Arabia others were loss makers or low

profit ones.

* BA's Heathrow rights - only British airline to operate

international flights from there. Gatwick is difficult

for the others.

* Airport congestion.

* Traffic rights (long haul) - parallel in Japan, Virgin

allowed into Tokyo because they have to be allowed by

international Treaty, but they haven't been allowed to

advertise that, for example, they have greater legroom.

Developments in Europe

* Stuffy regulatory system but pressures in 1970's:-

e.g. US - People Express etc.

UK/Holland

Users

EC Commission - Treaty of Rome applied by courts from
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the 'Nouvelles Frontieres' precedent case. Since. up

to Commission to propose and ministers to enact this.

1987 EC Package

(A compromise between 'traditional Europe' and UK-Eire

and Holland.) Press described it as 'airfares package', but

incorrect. the first two points are the most important.

* Multiple designation on denser routes - a government

cannot refuse an application from another airline, e.g.

extra airlines flying to Spain and Portugal.

* Move to 60%/40% capacity arrangements.

* Automatic approval of discount fares.

* Modest liberalisation of

5th Freedom e.g. German airlines to fly between

Italy and Spain;

regional services - up to 70 seater aircraft.

* Application of competition rules of Treaty of Rome.

Results in USA

Pluses

* Initial new entry/diversification e.g.

some airlines expanded outside their own states,

e.g. Air Florida.

Regional airlines became bigger, e.g. Piedmont.

* Much wider range of fares - businessmen use lower fares

more than in Europe.

* Greater efficiency

newer lines e.g. United and American are very

19

efficient.

Stretcher cases have improved somewhat, e.g. TWA.

Pan Am.

* Growth

Minuses

* Mergers - control recently transferred to Department of

Justice which is expected to take stronger action,

previously there were no refusals.

* Bankruptcies. concentration - e.g. Mineapolis - single

airline monopoly: •

1976 7 largest airlines 78% of flights

1988 7 largest airlines 89%, 12 largest 97%.

* Selective attacks on new entrants, e.g. People Express

entered North West route but driven out by predatory

pricing.

* Hubbing - some actually moved to more convenient

headquarters to form a hub.

* CRS - e.g. Colorado travel agents will always book you

on 'United' because they are all on their system.

Khan proposed that airlines should be required to

divest themselves of their CRS systems.

* Frequent flier programmes

to holiday destinations which are far more

attractive than industrial towns, e.g. Hawaii and

the Caribbean.

* Increase in 'business' fares.

* Airport/airway congestion - reaching saturation.
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* New entry dried up - largely because of congestion.
Next stage in Europe

* 1990 and move to 1992.

* Erosion of capacity quotas e.g. from 60/40 to 70/30

allowed.

* Further liberalisation of fares - especially business

Europe - developing competition

* Airlines becoming more commercial - e.g. Alitalia and

Iberia - stretcher cases recovering. SAS going for

business market, BA all roundo

* Development of Air Europe. BMA on domestic routes and

best frequency to Amsterdam, Ryan Air has increased

traffic to Ireland, but Aer Lingus has driven them off

Manchester-Dublin but tolerated them on Liverpool-

Dublin.

* Pressure on European governments - Ahmed Sayeed case

took the implications of the Treaty of Rome further.

fares.

But •••

* Congestion, especially Heathrow and Gatwick.

* Continuing resistance

UTA v. French government, cited Air France and Air

Inter as colluding.

West German government will grant anybody a

license provided they are Lufthansa.

* US experience

Mergers where allowed across borders, e.g. Air

Europe expanding.

Airlines not forced to compete.

* The 'big boys' win in the end - theories on competition

do not always work.

..

* More fifth freedom.

* New licensing criteria - e.g. British government

advocates West Germany changes or no German airlines

will be allowed licenses into Britain.

* Rights of establishment - most airlines are still

national bodies.

(US - foreign interests cannot own more than 25% of national

airlines.)

GB - CAA has to decide whether to accept an airline as

British, but the Secretary of State can override them, e.g.

Thomson is really Canadian.

EC Commission is taking a tough line on the case in front of

it at present.

"
Morale

Don't hold back on liberalisation, but be prepared to

defend process of competition - new lines can't establish

alongside powerful incumbents.

Conclusion

* London-Ireland - changed a lot.

* London-Brussels - deregulation but nothing happened.
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perhaps required to shed some routes which were competitive.

In that case everybody was happy eventually as there was a

community of interest in reaching an agreement. The MMC

indicated they wanted a surrender of former BCal routes, but

BA could reapply. The EC Commission agreed but suggested

they couldn't reapply and BA looked good because of their

responsible behaviour.

Q. With a lack of slots at Heathrow and Gatwick, who

allocates them? How did British Midland get in?

A. The Heathrow committee is run by Houston (ex BA) but

appears to be fairly satisfactory. Allocation is based on

'grandfather rights', the first claim is from those that

already have it. If somebody wants a Fridays only, morning

slot it is given far less favour than a daily morning slot.

It works better than might be expected. If settled between

governments they would easily have confrontations kicking.

each other's airlines out. It is a difficult technical

process with only five or ten minutes for each slot and

fitting in with curfews around the world at other airports.

It has not been challenged so far. BMidland got in because

the previous limit of 250,000 movements at Heathrow, was

increased to 350.000. Gatwick now has a worse situation.

Capital Line wanted a Leeds-Bradford-Gatwick business

service but slots were unobtainable. Similarly Cathay

Pacific has an extra freight service into Stanstead as a

second best. All this would be unmanageable if run by CAA.

Q. Peter White. Could you auction slots?

* London-Amsterdam - BM, BCal now out. Luxavia owned by

KLM.

CAA suggested BCal routes should not be given to BA, but

divested. Lord King and Colin Marshall have both said that

big hungry beasts are not a recipe for competition.

Discussion

Q. Sheila Farrell. Coopers & Lybrand. Will 1992 really

give results?

A. The 1990 package was presented as the last step towards

it. In some cases 1992 has already happened, in other cases

it won't happen before 2000. The EC Commission wants to

speed this up, but there are powerful interests against.

e.g. the French. Also the CAA are not entirely happy about

removing limits on fares. because at present they freeze

Scandinavian fares. The large business demand would

encourage dramatic rises otherwise.

Q. Could companies establish (under rights of

establishment) in other states?

A. There are difficulties at present. The West Germans

are not allowed into the UK until they reciprocate. this is

a difficult nut to crack. This may be tested by law which

would give sudden changes after the previous. slow process.

The EC Commission strategy is to develop this slowly.

Q. Tony Flowerdew. Do you foresee any flag carrier

wishing to merge with another?

A. E.g. BA-Sabena. The EC Commission would look at the

overall size of the two businesses. As with BA-BCal,
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A. The big guys would scoop the pool and it would act

against competition. Many foreign airlines are not

commercial and would scoop the pool for strategic purposes.

CAA has asked. in a consultative document produced in March.

if demand in London and the South East exceeds supply what

should be done. People with slots do sell to each other.

In the US slots are sold at very high rates. At the UK

South East airports a large proportion of the slots are for

small craft so perhaps large craft would get greater

priority.

Q. Doesn't all this act against liberalisation?

A. Is there a solution to allow liberalisation?

Q. Liberalisation will get snarled up if there is no more

capacity.

Q. Don Box. Liberalisation has been OK so far because it

has been selective.

A. Yes in Europe and US. First the industry was not

allowed to compete. then it was structured so there was no

room to compete.

Q. Colin Hall. DTp. What is the CAA and EC's attitude to

'frequent flyer' as in the US?

A. They are not as significant as in the US yet, but could

be a barrier to entry to others. At present they are rubber

stamped. In the US tax helps to ameliorate the problem. It

is still a greater problem than in Europe, e.g. Virgin - one

or two flights in business class gets a free ticket. This

is true of US lines to Hawaii and the Caribbean.

Q. Sheila Farrell. Does leasing occur because of tax or

other reasons?

A. BA has gone into it because it is more flexible. With

deregulation they can move to other routes more easily than

when owning aircraft.

Q. Peter White. There is a distinction between the tax

advantages for a big airline and the cash flow problems for

a small one. thereby also encouraging leasing.

Q. Tony Flowerdew. A recent report stated that the main

limit in SE England is now air space. but in ten years it

will revert to the problem of runway space.

A. NATS have recently reorganised airspace under the

'Central Control Function' (CCF), i.e. it is divided into

layers and chunks to give a 30% increase in capacity.

Although appearing to be an obvious solution it is

technically very difficult. Also it only moves the

bottleneck out of UK airspace.

Q. Do you see a scenario with sub-regionals e.g. Manston

and Southampton being catered for?

A. This is a layman's answer. As modelled by 'Logica',

the way CCF works and is designed. makes it easier to

accommodate flights south of London. North of London

involves crossing flights to the south. Manston only deals

in very small numbers and Bournemouth is compatable with the

systemo

Q. What about the heretical liberalisation of airports?

One could develop an airport and applY' to NATS to allow

operation.
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A. NATS will say it isn't possible, because CCF is

designed round the existing airports. BAA owns Heathrow,

Gatwick and Stanstead. Everyone still wants to use

Heathrow. the Chinese didn't like going to Gatwick. The US

agreed that all their new services would go to Gatwick. Air

Europe has to operate from Stanstead. The gravitational

pull of Heathrow is so great, because it has the frequency

for connections that Gatwick is definitely second best.

Left to the market, only the smaller lines would go to

Stanstead. If you build a new airport you would have to

wait for the 'crumbs from the table', BAA's commercial

strategy is to keep things tight and only expand when really

needed.

Q. What about economies of scale, France is going for

Charles de Gaulle with five runways and 90 million

passengers a year.

A. BAA prices actually only increase by the RPI-l. BAA

charge less than Luton and Manchester. Therefore new

airports would have to charge more also. The management at

Fort Worth are complaining that their sixth runway is now

full. The UK is very tied by social issues. France and

Germany are in a similar situation, Amsterdam is using flow

control this summer and all European airports have problems.

Geneve has waves every 40 minutes.

Q. Tony Flowerdew. Madrid has far more space capacity but

it cannot be utilised because of a poor control system. If

it was fixed, it would be very good for a hub and spoke

operation.

A. Yes. needs fixing.

Q. Peter White. Splitting off BCal routes from Gatwick

concentrates more on Heathrow.

Q. Yes, BA did operate to Kinshasa from Gatwick, but most

passengers came from Belgium, BA claimed they couldn't get

the feed into it. BA majors on Heathrow and runs less

competitive services from Gatwick, e.g. to Jordan, Sudan and

Lagos. They are not vulnerable to competition from Nigerian

Airways.

Report by Geoff Mileham

MINIBUSES

Peter White & Roy Turner, Transport Studies Group, PCL

(London, June 1989)

Peter White gave an exposition of the results of a

research project which had been carried out for the

Transport & Road Research Laboratory. The study was

conducted by Peter White and Roy Turner, and concentrated

primarily on the UK experience of Minibuses on intensive

urban routes after deregulation.

Peter's definition of a minibus is a vehicle with up to

about 35 seats, and includes so-called midibuses. The total
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number of such vehicles has risen rapidly since their first

major introduction in Exeter in 1984, when there were about

80 PSV minibuses in the UK. The number of vehicles

introduced into service each year peaked at 2,799 in 1987.

Since then there has been a sharp decline as many of the

newer, more innovative operators have bone out of business.

Their vehicles have tended to remain in the industry,

transferring to other operators. The number of new vehicles

entering service is steadying as more London operators

experiment with them in preparation for impending

deregulation in the LRT area.
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Vehicle development

The size of minibuses has also progressively increased

since the first 16-seater Ford Transits were deployed in

Exeter. Larger vehicles such as Mercedes, Optare City

Pacers and Star Riders have become more common in the

conurbations, and the smaller vehicles have generally been

pushed out to rural areas.

Peter White distinguishes between minibuses and

conventional buses using the following two criteria:

(i) Is the service promoted as something special for

passengers?

(ii) Is the driver paid less than a fully-licenced PSV

driver?

Omnis proved a good solution, but are now too small

with their 20 seats.~inibus operations have sometimes

stimulated demand back to the stage where conventional buses

could be used. The introduction of stretched 40 seaters

onto London's Gold Arrow routes causes problems with

definition - they are larger than many of the old-fashioned

conventional single-deckers.

Changes experienced

Peter went on to draw several overall lessons from

various minibus operations which had been studied throughout

the UK. Unfortunately he could not go into detail because

of the study's confidentiality to the project sponsors. The

conclusions drawn were:

(i) Competition has now largely ceased in all areas, and

larger operators are increasingly dominant.

(ii) In all cases studied, large incumben operators have

fought off new competition. even if they have had to

adapt to midi bus operation to stay in business. There

are one or two exceptions, such as Oxford.

(iii)Generally where two minibus operators competed.

capacity exceeded demand and both operators usually ran

at a loss.

(iv) Where minibus operators augmented or complemented

existing big bus services. the results were very

successful.

(v) Many of the smaller new enterprises have been made

offers which they could not refuse. and been bought out

by the larger companies.

3 seat-width configurations have been replaced by 4

seat-width models. Design changed with the introduction of

the first purpose-built MCW Metrobuses in Leeds. Previously

minibuses were constructed by putting appropriate bodywork

onto commercial vehicle chassis. The tendency is now to

import the chassis and engines and attach attractive locally

built bodywork, such as has happened with Optares. However

some designs, such as the Optare City Pacer introduced onto

London's Cl route in 1987 proved to be underpowered for the

task. In general, high steps and narrow entrances have

proved unpopular with minibus users.
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(vi) There has been a significant increase in the use of

minibuses on tendered routes. Of the 90 contracted

services in Surrey on deregulation, 9 were run by

minibuses. Now minibuses account for 46 of Surrey's

150 contracted services. This same change of

emphasis is also now occurring in LRT's domain.

(vii)Innovation 'has usually been achieved by existing large

operators, or new large companies, such as United.

There are very few intrepreneurs still in the business.

Where minibus use has proved a success, some operators

are now painting their big buses in the same minibus

livery to achieve the bandwagon effect from marketing.

Main attractions of minibuses for passengers

(i) Minibuses allow a reduction in the generalised costs of

walking and waiting.

(ii) By improving penetration of residential areas, walking

times can be decreased to bus stops.
!

(iii)Increased frequencies reduce average waiting time.

(iv) Boarding times are reduced because there are

proportionately fewer people per bus. This increases

the speed and reliability of the service.

(v) "Hail and ride" schemes are much more feasi ble and

attractive using minibuses.

using a high frequency.

(ii) Where reliability is not as good as advertised,

expected patronage increases have not been forthcoming.

This especially applies where the route(s) have been

changed.

(1ii)In Cowley Road, Oxford. an increase of 30 extra

minibuses in the competitive environment only reduced

waiting time by about two minutes from the pre-

competition timings. This illustrates the perverse

situation whereby an increase in resources leads to a

decrease in stability.

(iv) In the south of England, staff recruitment problems

have led to more erratic performance.

(v) Although it is easier to get drivers fol'minibuses from

the pool of labour, existing double-decker drivers are

reluctant to convert becau~e of the "real men don't

drive minibuses" syndrome.

(vi) Operators such as Yorkshire Rider have found that

maintenance costs increase sharply with age.

(vii)Minibuses do not excell in congested environments any

better than large buses. They cannot guarantee

frequency or reliability any better. and suffer from

the lack of capacity afforded by "short" doubledeckers

such as the Routemasters.

Disadvantages of minibus operation

(i) Perception of services is linked to reliability. which

is very difficult to achieve in congested urban areas

Advantages of minibuses for the operator

(i) Operators find that minibuses can be much more

versatile than large vehicles, especi,llly in gaining
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access to areas resticted by low bridges or narrow

roads.

(ii) Depreciation periods are lengthening from 4-5 years on

the older minibuses to over 16 years on the new

purpose-built midi buses.

(iii)Contract maintenance is easier and cheaper for

minibuses. The engineering function in-house is nearly

always the first victim of a deregulated environment.

(iv) Drivers are much easier to get. Drivers can be

recruited at age 18 (although this is threatened by the

EEC) and so are more available than those well launched

into another career by the age of 21. as required for a

full PSV licence.

(v) Women are much more attracted to driving the "user

friendly" minibuses, and are consequently much more

likely to progress onto double-deck driving when they

have gained confidence.

(vi) The introduction of new services gives a greater

marketing focus and the concept is attractive to non-

traditional bus users.

(vii)Operating costs can be substantially reduced.

Metropolitan PTe's have been able to reduce costs by up

to 26%. Operators outside London generally have seen

costs reduce by about 20%. although 2-3% of this is due

to fuel cost savings arising from price cuts.

Table 1 Major components of reduced real operating cost

per bus-kilometre 1985/6 - 1987/8

Of the overall drop of 20% (outside London)

Lower input fuel costs

Increased staff productivity

Other

2 - 3 %

14 %

3 - 4 %

OR 'Minibus effect'

Fuel costs 2 %

Minibus conversion and growth 8 %

Staff productivity and other cost

reductions for 'full size' bus

operation 10 %

Components of the overall 26% reduction in the Met PTCs:

Staff productivity 19 %

Input fuel costs 2 %

Minibuses, and other 5 %

Table 1 summarises the effects of changed input costs, staff

productivity and minibus expansion on total operating costs

per bus-kilometre.
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(viii)Increases in staff productivity have been 14% for

minibuses. However this figure should be viewed with

caution. as productivity improvements for double-deck

drivers amounted to 12% after deregulation.

(ix) Low initial frequencies can stimulate demand, which

makes investment viable, a frequencies can then be

improved.

Alternative strategies to increasing minibus frequency

As a result of the research, Peter contended that the

introduction of minbuses may not be the best way to reduce

average waiting times in the urban, ,congested environment.

His argument largely depends on the assumptions made.

Big bus Minibus Improved big bus

Elasticity of demand for minibus services

Peter White's research has indicated elasticities of

+O.4e. In general, there are about 80% more passenger trips

for every 200% increase in bus kilometres. As total costs

increase by about 80% over the same distance, such extra

provision may be just worthwhile.

Table 2 Alternative strategies for reducing average

waiting time on high density routes

Service covers 18 km on a round trip

All times in minutes. and total costs in £

providing a "premium service for a premium fare". If bus

Theoretical

headway (min) 6 3 6

Theoretical AWT 3 1.5 3

Actual AWT 5 4 4

Round trip

(inc. layover) 60 54 65

PVR 10 18 11

Total costs

- per hour £155 £180 . £166

- per bus/km £0.86 £0.50 £0.92

Net cost of reducing AWT from 5 to 4 minutes:

However there is a limit to demand, and very high

'frequencies (as occur with 2 minibus operators competing)

may render a route unviable. This may also occur if

elasticities are not as high as 0.4.

This seems to indicate no support for the argument of

kilometres went up by 10%, and total costs rose by 10%, an

elasticity of +O.4e would suggest increased revenues of 4%.

To prevent the shortfall of 6%, fares would have to rise by

10%. By minibus £25/hour

By improved big bus £11/hour

Would net 'minibus effect' be worth £14/hour?



If congestion caused bunching and dislocation of

service regularity, actual waiting times may not be reduced

very much by the introduction of a costly new· fleet of

minibuses. As can be seen from the figures above. an

incumbent large bus operator could make similar service

improvements for comparatively little extra investment in a

double-decker, and building in greater recovery times at the

end of each trip.
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Although walking and waiting times have been reduced for the

passenger in outer urban areas by the introduction of

minibuses, fares have unexpectedly remained the same as for

large bus services.

Some final observations

1. The minibuses are more attractive for disabled people

to use. However wheelchair loading (which is

potentially embarrassing for the occupant because of

the delay) can average about 2 minutes. On tight

headways with inadequate recovery times, service

reliability can be jeopardised, especially if there is

more than one paraplegic boarding.

Although inconclusive (depending on the assumptions),

Peter's theory will only be proven by experience in inner-

city areas.

Generalised costings

Table 3 Generalised cost of a typical urban bus trip

Pence

Walks to/from bus stop 7.5 mins @ £5.00/hour

Wait at stop 7.5 mins @ £5.00/hour

In-vehicle ride 13 mins @ £2.50/hour

~re

62.5

62.5

55

30

210Total

2. Outside London, minibuses comprise 15% of all urban

buses and account for about 20% of kilometres run.

1!)
(30 )

(30)

(26)

(14)

(100 )

3. There have been trip generation effects of about 20% in

passenger rides where minibuses have been introduced.

in some areas.

4. Increasingly the limitations of minibuses are being

recognised and their use is being made more selective

for appropriate situations.

Walking and waiting time may exceed in-bus time on

short urban trips. The fare may only represent about 14% of

the generalised cost pf the Joµrney to the passenger.

5. Other countries' experience has shown that New Zealand

offers the best prospect for minibus development

because of the similar licencing and operating
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Report by Andrew Newlove, London Buses Ltd. Strategic

Planning Department

New members in consultancy include Tim Annesley with halcrow

Fox as an Associate, mainly concerned in the past with

'Congested Assignment Models' but now more with public

transport. Steve Kanowski with .Travers Morgan as an

Economist. Paul Ryder with the MVA Consultancy and Peter

Staveley and Farid Bazzi with Kennedy Henderson as Assistant

Railway Operator and Economist respectively.

environment. The US has greater peakedness than the UK

(primarily for journey to work) and France would have a

philosophical r~luctance to pay minibus drivers less

than conventional bus drivers.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

From the London Regional Passengers Committee we have John

Cartledge who is their Research & Development Officer,

Also there is Jillian Beardwood, who is Senior Research

Fellow at the London School of Economics and Political

Science. Jillian was formerly Head of Transport Studies

Group for the Greater London Council (GLC).

TEG NEWS

I have eight new members to report in this issue of the

Transport Economist.

First, there is Derek Palmer, taking over as Senior

Economist at the CBI from Aubrey Benn, who has moved to

another post in that organisation, but, I am pleased to add,

remains as one of the longest serving members of the Group.

Finally, we welcome back Stephen Mandel as one of our

growing band of members employed overseas. Stephen is at

the Ministry of Finance & Development Planning in Botswana.

Next, we welcome back Mrs Susan Golby, who as Susan Williams

will be remembered by many members from times past. Susan

is now with Powell Duffryn at Bracknell and particularly

concerned with the manufacture of transport equipment such

as railway wagons and road tankers.

The Committee welcomes ;a11 these new members and hopes that

they will be able to attend some, at least. of our meetings

and otherwise participate in the activities of the Group

through the medium of the Journal.

Don Box. Membership Secretary
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT FOR 1988

However, we are looking at the scope for a one- or two-

day event to examine a theme of interest in depth, which

could be in the North of England, or Scotland. This would

be accessible to our membership as a whole, and may be held

in conjunction with the Scottish Transport Studies Group.

Suggestions for appropriate dates and themes will be

welcomed at the AGM.

The last year has seen a continued series of topical

meetings. Speakers and themes at London events have

comprised: the Development of Stansted Airport (Douglas

Turner of BAA); the London Assessment Studies (Graham

Bowskill of the Department of Transport); British Airways'

Privatisation - one year on (Barry Perrott of BAA); Freight

Transport in the European Community (Mike Browne of PCL);

Area Bus Deregulation Studies (Kingsley Lewis of Buchanan &

Partners); the Role of Hoverspeed (Managing Director Robin

Wilkins); the National Travel Survey (Mike Collop of the

Department of Transport); the Central London Rail Study

(Roland Niblett of BRB); and Private Capital for Rail

Projects (Nick Lethbridge of Schroeder Waggle Particularly

large attendances were noted at the meetings on Stansted

Airport and the Central London Rail Study.

Other committee positions have continued unchanged

during the year, with Don Box as Membership Secretary and

Treasurer, Ernest Godward as Sec~etary, Stuart Cole as

Publications Editor, myself as Chairman. Peter Collins and

Nick Lester have remained as members of the committee, and

Sion Hawarth was also co-opted to the committee following

the last AGM.

Particular thanks are due to Don Box for his time-

consuming work as the Treasurer and Membership Secretary.

The Northern programme was less successful. although

meetings have been held on Road versus Rail Freight

Competition (Aidan Nelson of BRB) and Taxi Regulation (Ken

Gwilliam of Leeds University). On the advice of Chris Nash,

organiser for Northern meetings, it has been decided to

discontinue them for the present, as most attendance was

found to come from within the academic institutions in which

they were being h~ld, rather than other organisations.

Chris has therefore resigned as Northern area meetings

organiser on the Committee.

Stuart Cole has continued to edit the journal. with

four issues produced per annum. Thanks are also due to

Joanna Hase for word processing on behalf of the Group.

I regret to record the death last summer of Geoffrey

Searle. Senior Economic Adviser at the Department of

Transport. and my predecessor as Chairman of the Transport

Economists Group. An appreciation by Ernest Godward

appeared in the last Winter's Journal.

Peter White. Chairman
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER AND MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY FOR 1988

members, but as 31 old members did not renew during the year

there is a net loss of 20 in total membership.

1. A significantly large surplus (£793) has been achieved 5. Bearing in mind the large surplus achieved in 1988 the

on the years' activities. This is due to the decision to

raise the annual subscription to £13 in anticipation of an

increase in costs, which, in the event, turned out to be a

significant reduction.

subscription rate for 1989 is being kept at £13.

Don Box, Treasurer & Membership Secretary

2. Expenditure has been kept to a low level this year

largely because of favourable movements in the charges for

producing the quarterly journal and more economic

arrangements for holding meetings.

INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR 1988

£ £ £

Income Subscriptions 1742

Interest 17

Other 2 1761

Expenditure Administration - Secretary 452

- Postage etc. 13

Publications 401

Meetings - Room hire &

entertainment 46

Corporation tax

(on interest @ 35%) 6 968

Excess of income over expenditure for the year 793

3. The breakdown of expenditure between the main items and

compared with the previous year is

1988 1987

The formal accounts and balance sheet were made available to

members at the Annual General Meeting and also appear in

this issue of the Journal.

4. On membership I can report that at 31 December we had

134 paid-up members, producing a subscription income of

£1.742 in 1988. During this year we recruited 11 new
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.88

Members' accumulated funds at 31.12.87

Add Excess of income over expenditure

Creditors (including tax provision)

£ £

1047

793 1840

394

2234

1702

532 2234

I
Represented by: Bank accounts - deposit

- current

Signed: S.D. Box, Treasurer

REPORT OF THE AUDITOR

To members of the Transport Economist Group.

I have examined the books and records of the Transport

Economists Group and have received explanations from your

Treasurer as necessary. In my opinion the Balance Sheet

gives a true and fair view of the state of affairs as at

31st December 1988 and the Income & Expenditure Account

properly reflects the excess of income over expenditure for

the year then ended.

Signed: J.C.Bentley FCCA. 24 Fillimore Rd, Emmer Green,

Reading.
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

1989-90 PROGRAMME

The programme is being finalised as we go to press.

The first meeting however has been confirmed.

Wednesday, 18 October 1989

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LTS* MODEL

Geoff Copley, MVA Consultancy

(*London Transportation Model)

Meetings take place on the third Wednesday of each month

from October to June. They are held at the Polytechnic of

Central London, 35 Marylebone Road, London NWI. They are

generally held on the third floor of the main block directly

fronting Marylebone Road. The room number is displayed in

the reception area.

COMMITTEE 1989/90

Chairman

Peter White, Senior Lecturer in Public Transport Systems,

Transport Studi es Group, Polytechnic of Centr'a1 London.

35 Marylebone Road. London NWI 5LS (01-486 5811 X298)
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Autumn 1989

Winter 1989

Spring 1990

Summer 1990

Vice-Chairman

Nick Lester, Association of London Authorities,

36 Old Queen Strleet,London SWIH 9JF (01-222 7799)

Secretary

Ernest Godward, Room 511~ South Wing, London Underground

Ltd., 55 Broadway, London SWIH OBC (01-227 3757)
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